
 

 
 

 
REV. DR. GREGORY ELLISON II is the co-founder of FEARLESS DIALOGUES, an organization that specializes in 
creating unique spaces in which unlikely partners can gather to have hard and heartfelt dialogue about 
difficult subjects. An Atlanta native, Ellison is associate professor of pastoral care and counseling at Emory 
University’s Candler School of Theology. He earned his undergraduate degree from Emory University, and 
holds M.Div. and Ph.D. degrees in pastoral theology from Princeton Theological Seminary. Ellison is author of 
Fearless Dialogues: A New Movement for Justice and Cut Dead But Still Alive: Caring for African American 
Young Men.  
 

 
REV. DR. GEORGETTE LEDGISTER is the Executive Director of Fearless Dialogues, an organization that 
specializes in creating unique spaces in which unlikely partners can gather to have hard and heartfelt dialogue 
about difficult subjects. A native of the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ledgister holds undergraduate, M.Div., 
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and Ph.D. degrees in social ethics and conflict transformation from Emory University, where she lectures in 
courses on ethics, conflict transformation, practical theology, and religious studies. Her research assists 
organizations, companies, congregations, schools, and university departments to develop the skills and 
strategies to tap into the creative and constructive possibilities of conflict.  
 
 
FEAR+LESS, DIALOGUE MORE!  
Fearless Dialogues is a grassroots organization committed to creating unique spaces for unlikely partners to 
engage in hard heartfelt conversations that see gifts in others, hear value in stories, and work for change and 
positive transformation in self and other. In brief, Fearless Dialogues retrains the eyes and ears of leaders to 
see gifts instead of stereotypes, and to hear value in the storied lives of others. From this shared space of 
meaning, where participants see and hear worth in others, the pump is primed for hard conversations and for 
cultivating hope that leads to sustainable change. 

Learn more about Fearless Dialogues at www.fearlessdialogues.com.  
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